
No plan, it is about us…
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SAN FRANCISCO - 2020



SAN FRANCISCO - 2100



REGION, BAY AREA, 2020



REGION, BAY AREA, 2100



AT&T PARK, SAN FRANCISCO

From Climate Central, “Picture This: U.S. Cities Under 12 feet of Sea Level Rise”



CRISSY FIELD, SAN FRANCISCO

From Climate Central, “Picture This: U.S. Cities Under 12 feet of Sea Level Rise”



CRISSY FIELD - UP CLOSE, SAN FRANCISCO

From Climate Central, “Picture This: U.S. Cities Under 12 feet of Sea Level Rise”
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Climate Change

“Climate change is the worst kind of problem for the human 
brain to cope with — something that is too slow moving to 
give us the rush of adrenaline that signals ‘emergency’, 
something that is so diffuse in its causes that it requires 
collective action at a scale that humanity has never 
managed. We all put it out of our minds most of the time. We 
all live life as normally as we can under the shadow of an 
increasingly uncertain ‘long run’.” 
�
Gabriel Metcalf



Climate Change



“So the question is not whether we need to act.  The overwhelming judgment 
of science, accumulated and measured and reviewed and sliced and diced 

over decades, has put that to rest.  The question is whether we have the will 
to act before it’s too late.  Because if we fail to protect the world we leave our 

children, then we fail in the most fundamental purpose of us being here in 
the first place.”

"You can ignore the facts; you can't 
deny the facts." 



"You can ignore the facts; you can't 
deny the facts." 



Global Risks 201416

Figure 1.1: The Global Risks Landscape 2014 

Source: Global Risks Perception Survey 2013-2014.
Note: Survey respondents were asked to assess the likelihood and impact of the individual risks on a scale of 1 to 7, 1 representing a risk that is not likely to happen or have 
impact, and 7 a risk very likely to occur and with massive and devastating impacts. See Appendix B for more details. To ensure legibility, the names of the global risks are 
abbreviated. Please see Appendix A for the full name and description.
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Figure 1.4: The Global Risks 2014 Interconnections Map 

Source: Global Risks Perception Survey 2013-2014
Note: Survey respondents were asked to identify between three and six pairs of global risks they believe to be most interconnected. See Appendix B for more details. To 
ensure legibility, the names of the global risks are abbreviated. Please see Appendix A for the full name and description.

URGENCY

INTERDEPENDENCY



AT RISK

IMAGE: BIG TEAM



FUTURE

IMAGE: SCAPE/LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE



DESIGN AND POLITICS

Managing risks and uncertainties

GSD meets SANDY





Sandy proved that rebuilding copy-paste is no option



ALL ISSUES, social, economic, cultural, 
ecological, HAVE A SPATIAL IMPACT



Images MIT/DDC

... AND MEET, INTERACT AND CAN BE MITIGATED ON 
THE REGIONAL SCALE



Sandy surfaced the link between social and physical 
vulnerability

IMAGE: MITCAU + ZUS + URBANISTEN



Image by Iwan Baan

Sandy showed the vulnerabilities and interdependencies 
across the region



MOMENTUM



TASK FORCE





HOLLAND - culture of living with water

Trade, negotiations and crafts 
Stubbornness, luck and faith. 
�
Managing risks and 
uncertainties. 
�
The Netherlands is made out 
of water 
�
�
�
�
�
�



Below sea level: 26%

Liable to flooding: 59%

The Netherlands is the delta of 
Rhine, Meuse, Scheldt and Eems.

Above sea level: 29%

Outside the dykes: 3%

Meuse outside the dykes: 1%

THE NETHERLANDS - FACTS



MAKING LAND: 3500+ DUTCH POLDERS



MAKING LAND: 3500+ DUTCH POLDERS



COLLECTIVE



MAN MAKING LAND: 3500+ DUTCH POLDERS
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1953



'53 MADE US REMEMBER - DUTCH APPROACH

Multi-layered approach: 
�
3. RESPONSE: �
Disaster management 
�
�
2. PLAN 
Land use planning    
(new developments, vital 
infrastructure) 
�
�
1. PROTECT 
Dam's, dikes, levees, dunes,....





It's cultural



Managing risks and uncertainties

projects                                                  process



Can it be cultural?



REGIONAL 
APPROACH / LOCAL 

ACTIVISM



PHYSICAL RESILIENCE


